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FOREWORD 
 
Hi everybody,  
 
I hope that this thread can become sticky, because I'll be talking about important issues 
concerning organic modeling. The information I'll be putting in this thread is discussed at great 
lengths too over at http://www.subdivisionmodeling.com/. 
 
I'll try to condense all that information and I'll try to make it more readable for noobs. Especially 
noobs! I'll try to use Some Artists images as less as possible , so I'll be modeling too from time to 
time.  
 
The main goal is that when this thread has matured enough, I'm am willing to put it in a tutorial 
format to publish it over at wiki.blender.org (from Noob to Pro perhaps?) 
 
At any time if you guys think I'm just waisting your time, let me know, I don't want to be 
pretentious because I'm no master modeler or something (far from that even). 
 
I'm aware that there is a modeling thread already, but in my opinion the information is not dense 
enough and it is mostly unstructured, hit and miss stuff etc.  
 
I'll try to do my best for you guys, and hopefully this thread could help you become better than 
@ndy, Endi, Robertt, Martin Krol or Stephen Stahlberg :eyebrowlift: 
 
My point of departure will be boxmodeling. Although many say that Blender is one of the best 
program (if not the best) for the poly by poly method (vertex by vertex). But I never could master 
this technique. On the other hand, I think that Blender is one of the best for box modeling. And 
although Blender lacks N-Gons, I think (and that is my stupid opinion) that this is rather a strong 
point for box modeling. 
 

That damn triangle 
 
Why are triangles problematic? Should we 
learn to hate the triangle? The answer is: 
yes! 
 



Although even the great Stephen Stahlberg once wrote that a triangle shouldn't pose a problem, I 
disagree. 
 
The first cube got a clean subsurf, the second one is the same cube with some of its faces 
triangulated. The subsurfed result is a mess. 
 
So the lesson here is: unless you have a very (VERY) good reason, you should try to eliminate 
triangles. 
 
If I had a euro cent for the every time someone asks how to eliminate a triangle, I'll be a 
millionaire! 
 
There are a few simple methods to achieve this: 
 

THE PROBLEM: 

The solutions: 
 
Select the edge until the start of the triangle ==> 
Xkey, delete edgeloop. 

Cut through here ==> then you are left with all those 
tris ==> convert them to quads: ALT+JKey 
 
For cutting one may use the knife tool (KKey) or the 
way I like it: select the edges to be cut and hit WKey, 
Subdivide. 

Now cut like shown above. The resulting triangles 
can be joined into a quad. If Alt+Jkey fails to convert 
it into a quad, just delete the internal edge, then select 
the edges of the 'hole' and hit Fkey to fill it. 



This is basically the same procedure as above....... 
 

There are more methods to eliminate tris, but those are wacky.... so I won't go into those.  
 
What method of eliminating tris is completely up to you and depending on the situation. 
 
I guess that whenever you could introduce 1 or 3 tris adjacent to the offending triangle, you can 
convert them into quads.  
 
Next I'll be introducing the concept of poles and loops. 

Introducing poles. 
 
So what are poles? That is just a fancy word for a vertex (vert) that hasn't 4 edges connected to it. 
The verts ... excuse me , poles, that we are interested in are those who has 3 edges connect to it 
and those who has 5 edges connected to it. Of course make a 20 edged pole (pole of a UV sphere 
for example), but for the time being, just assume that it is right thing to avoid 6 or more edged 
poles. 
 

I would like to call a 5 
edged pole an E pole: 

And a 3 edged pole a N 
pole: 

Maybe this will make it clearer 
 
OK, now why would I mention poles? What are they used for? Why are they important for 
organic modeling? 
 
Poles creates flows, they control and or conserve density of the mesh. It is almost impossible to 
create some nice model without any poles at all.  
 



For example: this is a all quads poleless head: 
 
This was my skill level years back: just subdivide a 
cube away and then with proportional edit, pushing 
and pulling verts. In this case I was left with a 
polycount of 1750 faces and an ugly model. 
 
By mastering poles and loops you are able to build 
light models that are very detailed and suitable for 
animation. 
 
Next I'll be talking about loops. 

Introducing loops 
 
A very important concept in modeling are loops. Now, there are 2 kinds of loops which are edge 
loops and face loops.

An edge loop is a line on the mesh that crosses 
exactly two edges. An edge loop stops at what I like 
to call terminators which is: hole, a pole and a 
triangle. 

Likewise:  
 

¸



A face loop is very much related to edge loops, in 
fact I might go back to the images above to show the 
face loops. A face loop are adjacent faces in which 
the verts in those face are shared by only two faces. 
HUH?!? 

In contrast, here you have 3 face loops: 
 

I believe that it should be clear now for the reader 
what a pole is and what a loop is. Next I'll be talking 
about the different methods to create loops. 

Loops can coexist. So in this way you don't have to 
be afraid that there might be some dire consequences 
that loops you create might disrupt loops that are 
already present: 
 
As you can see, loops can touch each other, intersect 
or be a part of each outer loop, which is cool. So this 
means that you can form your eyes loop, mouth loop 
and pull a nose loop that intersect the mouth (or 
mouth-nose tip loop) without a hassle. In the 
example above I showed only circular extrusion 
loops, but this property holds its ground for every 
kind of loop. 

How loops are created 
 
Loops are important when modeling in particular when you are doing organic modeling. An 
organic form should have smooth and sharp features alike and this all can be achieved with 
proper placement of loops. 
 



From now on I will focus on face loops rather than edge loops. An edge loop exists because it is 
'drawn' on a face loop. When explaining topology, it is far easier to comprehend the situation 
when you are looking at face loops.  
 
When you create a loop, you are creating poles too. Poles will play a big role soon in organic 
modeling because they control the flow of the loops.  
 
For now, there are 4 easy ways to create a loop: 
 
1) extrusion (EKey) 
2) spin quad/ spin edge (CTRL + EKey) 
3) rip (VKey) 
4) Knife tool (WKey) or related to it: Subdivide (WKey) 
 

EXTRUSION: 
 
After you invoke the extrude command, you may pull 
a 'limb' out the mesh, or confirming the command 
right away, leaving a face loop on the mesh. 

SPIN EDGE: 
 
If you have a grid/ mesh and you perform a spin edge 
somewhere, 2 N poles and 2 E poles will be 
produced. It seems that in normal circumstances the 
number of E-poles is equal to the number of N-poles. 
 
As you can see, after a spin, you are left with 2 loops 
like railroad tracks opposing each other. Notice that 
loops bend at N-poles. I'll be explaining this effect 
extensively in the following posts. 



The cool thing about the spin edge command is that 
you can bend the loops anyway you like. One major 
drawback is that each spin edge spawns a new loop. 
 
As you can see that if you intent to use spin edge to 
create loops, you will get this rather nasty side effect. 

But you can use spin edge in situations to eliminate 
poles (just reverse the procedure above by spinning 
the edge in the opposite direction) or to correct edge 
flow, which I will explain in a later stadium. 

Remember the simple extrusion that leads to a closed 
loop? Well, you can make a closed loop too with spin 
edge and judge for yourself how much it differs from 
the extrusion method: 
 
Here you have a closed edge loop, but with side loops 
bordering its corners. 

RIP THE MESH: 
 
What is mesh ripping? With this tool (VKey), you rip 
the mesh open by pulling at a vertex. Afterwards you 
should fill the hole it produces Select verts/ edges 
==> FKey). 
 
The mesh was ripped open at the upper N-pole. So, 
like spin edge, rip mesh produces a pair of N-poles 
and E-poles. Like I said before, the direction of the 
face loop is determent by the N-pole. 



Creating C-loops: 
 
The rip mesh tool is very flexible in conjuction with 
the knife tool. Depending on the method, you are left 
with a single C-loop, or with a mirror pair of C-loops. 
 

Creating a single loop: 

And after the cut: 
 
This was a very minimalistic loop because I ripped at 
only one vertex. 
 

If you want to make a much wider loop, you must rip 
all the vertices in a row. You need to use the knife 
tool to obtain the face loop. Depending of how you 
cut the mesh, the results will vary. 

To obtain a single broader face loop: 

Here I'll cut before I fill the hole, else there will be 
triangles in the corners 



And then after filling the holes and cutting (and 
smoothing) you are left with one C-loop (by the way: 
I assume that C-loop means C shaped loop and not 
closed loop). 
 
There is a number of ways to make a number of 
wacky face loops/ edge loops with this method, but i 
suggest to keep it simple because simplicity and 
predictability is the name of the game here. 

Lets try to make a a closed loop like in a extrusion: 
 
After filling the quads, you are left with a standard 
extrusion topology. 

KNIFE TOOL: 
 
The knife tool is the topology tool of choice. It has one drawback tough: if you want to cut 
around a model, you can't rotate the model and then keep cutting. That's why I use subdivide 
often. It works best in "edge" mode. Select the edges which you want to cut through. Using 
subdivide you can cut around a model. I think the knife tool is well known and it don't need 
further explanation. There is a pitfall though in using the knife tool, but I want to discuss this 
further when I get more in depth with poles. 
 
I'm sure that there are more wacky methods to produces loops, but the above method should 
cover most situations. 
 

The importance of poles 
 
Poles (in this, N-poles and E-poles) are created when you produce a loop. Everywhere I go I hear 
poles being bad mouthed. One example is that every seems to say to avoid E-poles because it 
causes pinching when you animate the region. I'm still waiting for the evidence......... 
Of course a 20 edged pole or something will pose a problem because the topology and geometry 
in the vicinity depends to much on that single pole.  
 
E-poles and N-poles comes in pair, unless you delete one of course. The most important function 
of poles is to steer the flow of the loops. There are ways to move poles around to give your 
topology that distinctive organic look. 



Poles are needed too to mold and form your model. For example, if you take a regular flat grid 
and you extrude a few faces out, it will look like a cube sticking out of a plane right? The E-pole 
is at the base of the grid, 4 edges are still part of the flat plane, and that extra 5th edge is used to 
elevate out of the plane. 
 
To be a good organic modeler, it is imperative to know how to move poles around and how to 
unpole them. Unpoling are methods to make poles become regular 4-edged vertices's again. 
 
It is still all very theoretical, I know. But some very basic skills should be explained first before 
we get into practical examples. Next I'll be explaining how to move poles around, and why it is 
important to position poles elsewhere. 
 

Moving poles to control loops 
 
We're at the heart of organic modeling. This topic is so vast because of all the wacky possibilities 
there are to move the poles on the grid.  
 
There are a few situations that I discovered which makes a model looks 'organic' (instead of hard 
or mechanic). I've seen many noobish models (especially in lizard and head models) that looks 
just weird. I believe that if you take heed to the following points, you can tweak an old noobish 
model into something professional looking. The goal is to make the loops blend in the mesh. 
 
Before I go explaining how to move poles around, the following are the situations that makes a 
model look more organic: 
 
1) Use 'C-loops' as much as possible!  
 
A C-loop is nothing more than half a circular loop of 
course. So, most of the time this loop will start and 
end at a terminator of course. Most of the time a 
terminator will be a hole.  
 
A C-loop (Duh!) 



This is just a 5 
minute lizard 
head model. But 
which do you 
think looks more 
organic? 

This one? Or this one? 

Both models has roughly the same poly count (around 400), But the mesh of the second one is 
more evenly distributed. By just adding some C-loops here and there IMO the second one looks 
better, more organic with flows that blend smoothly. 
 
2) Try to avoid too much E-poles that are in direct 
contact to each other. 
 
Example: 
 
Nice, but it doesn't look organic.. rather more 
mechanic 

This is becoming to look better: 
 

As for everything else, be the judge of your own 
particular situation. I guess, when you are modeling a 
mouth, I don't think it should be really necessary to 
move the poles away. But hey.... 



3) Spiral loops 
 
This will really blend circular topology in your mesh. You can use spiral loops for the eye 
sockets. A model can look just fine with plain old circular loops, but spiral loops is the solution 
when you think that your model is in danger of looking mechanic. I guess that if you model a 
fantasy creature with a lot of bodily perturbations, spiral loops will surely help you out. 
 

One thing to keep in mind when you get into edgeloop is the Spiral Loop. Once you break the 
extrude Loop you'll going to get the Spiral effect and when you do, don't try to rewire it so it goes 
in a circle because it won't work. 
 
4) Diagonal topology.

The modeling of muscular features used to be hard. 
But once you start using diagonal topology, you'll 
start modeling muscles with ease. 
 
For example: that big diagonal muscle across the 
neck (sternocleidusmastoid) 



Moving poles to control loops (part 2) 
 
Moving poles around sounds like black magic, but in 
fact it is really easy. Sometimes it seems that there is 
no logic in this, but after this thread it will be clear 
that there are a few basic techniques that can be used 
in different combinations and situation. I leave the 
experimentation to you afterwards. 
 
Starting point: 

A rip normally produces 2 E-poles. In this we have to 
rip the mesh (/vertex) at a specific location so you 
are not introducing an extra E-pole. The logical place 
to do that is where the N-pole is located at. But not 
only you'll shift the E-pole, but the N-pole will come 
along for the ride. But this technique can only be 
done when there are no 'fill loops' present, in other 
word, the E-pole and N-pole are in direct contact. 

As you can see, E-poles that once was on the same 
edge loop, are now on different edge loops. 
 
In this way you can make a circular loop spiral. 



In the method above the pole moves outward. In the 
following method the pole moves inward: 

In the example, the poles shifted to the right. To shift 
the pole down, merge the other verts. 

 
Spin edge: 
 
After a spin edge you are left with 2 loops that are 
joined together. The possibilities to move poles 
around in this situation is numerous, but I'll try to 
explain as much as possible. 

In this image, there you can see those two loops that 
are joined at the hip. To seperate them you can spin 
the green of blue edges. Don't spin the red edge, 
otherwise you are just reverting to the original 
situation (no loops) or if you spin twice both loops 
will flow in a oppisite direction. 
 
The green loops are easy. When you spin it, the loop 
will seperate and drift diagonaly away. You may 
keep repeating untill the loop is at the end of the 
mesh. Or you can unpole it or collapse it to get rid of 
it. 

Maybe it is not apperant in which direction you 
should spin this quad/ edge. Just visualize that you 
have to spin it so the edge will allign to the 
horizontal adges outside the loop. So in this scenario 
you should spin the upper right green edge once 
counterclockwise and the result is this: 

Missing Image 
polemovedao4.png 



The Blue edge should be spun counterclockwise. The 
end effect is that the loop drops one position/ row. 
But in between the spin quad action will look like a 
mess. Delete the lone vertex. What this realy is, is 
two quads sharing two edges. By deleting this vertex, 
and filling the hole up, you are converting these 2 
quads into one quad. 

Of course after smoothing and stuff the result will be:

Indeed you might have noticed only a vertical shift. 
You can shift it verticaly too by spinning another 
edge. Like I said before, the combinations are 
numerous and you should experiment. 

Moving poles to control loops (part 3) 
 
This one is very tricky because it has to do with a 
fundamental flaw of the knife tool. 



After this I'll smooth it a little and select the center 
edge loop. The center edge loop is not really a 
continuous loop because it terminates at each N-pole. 

Lets pull this edge out to form a nice vein or 
something. 
 
So it looks like a nice method to add detail or loops 
to a model right? 
 
WRONG! 
 
First of all remember that I've said how face loops 
got bent? They bend at a N-pole! All face loops 
layered after that one will get bent by the N-pole! 

Let's take a closer look at the cut mesh: 
 
Observe how the face loop would get bent at the N-
poles. Indeed there is a problem here: the location on 
where the face loop would bend alternates on both 
sides of the highlighted edge loop. This will result in 
multiple face loops running ammock on the surface 
of your model. When you try to use the edge loop cut 
you'll see that the edge loop cut will snap 
unexpectedly on various location on the mesh.  
Notice also that the bending side alternate at a 
moment that the cut changes direction on the clock. 
So if you keep cutting in a C-loop or closed loop 
(like a normal extrude) or keep spiraling with the cut 
tool, there won't be any side effects. But as soon you 
make a S-like cut then you'll have this problem. 
 



So this explains a) Why nobody never experience 
problem while cutting simple loops (like eye loops, 
nose loops) early on when box modeling and b) that's 
why you mesh gets messy if you want to cut details 
on your surface. 
 
Here I'll colour the face loops that are produced by 
this cut operation: 

Things go wrong at the moment the the N-pole bends 
the loop on the other side of highlighted edge loop? 
Well, let us identify those N-poles that causes the 
problem. 

Maybe the following image will make the problem 
clearer: 

 
The method to flip it is to merge (ALT+MKey) this 3 
vertices's.  

Missing Image 
wrongflownp7.png 



Then you are left with 2 triangles that can be merged 
into a quad (Alt+JKey).  

And voila! 

And the result is only one face loop. To pick up 
where the problems started: Let's make a vein. Now 
we have to perform an edge loop cut. 



Compare this image with the first image. They 
almost look the same, but this edge loop is truly 
continious. It doesn't bump against poles along the 
way. 

Now compare these two 
images and judge for 
yourself what looks 
better: 
 
I reworked the jawline in 
the second image and the 
flow looks better now. 
 
I guess there are a lot 
of creative ways to 
move poles around, but 
this should do for now...

Unpolling 
 
Most tutorials are not explanatory enough. They never give the "why" or "how come", only the 
"how to". That's why I think why tutorials as the Joan of Arc tutorial is flawed. In analogy, is like 
painting by numbers. Yes, anyone can paint a master piece... .by numbers. But to really produce 
your own stuff, we have to analyze this whole thing extensively.  
 
OK then, to kick off again, I call removing the poles "unpolling". It's a term that is made up by 
SomeArtist, and since he's the first the have the guts to give it a name, I will use this term too. 
 
Unpolling can be very tricky, in fact some times it is damn hard to remove a pole all together. 
Sometimes unpolling is very similar to moving poles around. I want to start with one of the most 
hated kind of poles: the 6 edged pole. 
 



A six edged pole can be created by merging opposing 
verts together. You still have an all quad mesh. 
 

Anyway, the method to eliminate this 6 pole is by cutting the highlighted edges to begin with 
(stay away from the N pole).  
 
(Note from pdf formater: Those are frames taken from a gif animation) 
 



Or….….   

When modeling you could end up with this 6 pole 
situation: 
 
This especially happens often when working in 
mirror mode. If you don't want such a situation in the 
first place, be sure to add a loop before adding flows. 
But if you're stranded in this situation anyway, this is 
the way to break the 6 poles appart: 

Cut it like 
this: 



Result:   

And E-poles can 
be removed like 
this: 
 
After the cuts, you 
are left with 3 
pairs of triangles 
that can be merged 
into 3 quads. The 
result looks a little 
funky, but if you 
eliminate another 
ADJACENT E
pole, you are left 
with a C-loop 

For this method to work, you need to delete all filling edge loops (XKey==>delete Edge Loop) so 
that the E pole and the N pole are in direct contact. It is possible to delete it if there are more edge 
loops in between the N-loop and E-loop, but with this method the E-pole will travel in the 
direction of the N-pole until they meet. But meanwhile, your mesh will get denser. 
 
I wish I could tell you more about unpolling. It is not that easy to remove a pole.  
I think the best mindset is this: 'Provoke a triangle'.  
 
What I mean by that is: when you cut a regular grid and stop somewhere in the middle, it 
produces 3 triangles. Hmm... gray matter working..... 2 triangles can be joined into a quad right? 
So ..... 2 times 3 triangles is equal to 3 quads + poles. So.... what if I provoke triangles by cutting 
just one edge of the pole? You'll get a bunch of triangles. So can I cut somewhere to make the 
numbers of triangles even? The result is: All triangles can be converted to quads and the pole has 
moved.  
 



For example: 
 
(Note from pdf formater: Those are frames taken from a gif animation) 
 



T-loop 
 
This is a T-loop and this is a way to construct T-loops: 
 

What's so special about the T-loop is that the N-pole is not in direct contact with the E-pole. And 
what are T-loops good for may you ask? 
 
Well, maybe you want to add more density locally on your model without messing your 
topology. Most people want to cut just one line in the middle of the mesh, but they keep getting a 
bunch of triangles... so with this method you can terminate a cut and still keep everything all 
quad.  
 
It is handy to make folds on your model. But what I like best of it is, that it is an excellent way to 
add diagonal topology on your model. The topic of diagonal topology will be discussed in a later 
stadium. 
 
Generally speaking, if you have that urge that you have to have a triangle somewhere, you should 
use the N-pole, since you can shape it in a triangular fashion, but is still a quad. And that is what 
makes T-loops so powerful: The triangle like quad is aligned on the grid. 
 
To make a single set of poles: T-loop or cut with a 90 degrees bend somewhere. Now the trick is 
to not to mess up your loop. To achieve that you'll have to keep your poles at a minimum. A 



cluster of poles somewhere will make your mesh chaotic. They will spawn loops everywhere. 
There is a balance I guess in modeling organically and making a messy mesh. Keep your 
topology tight, but not too monotonous. 

To control density: An E-pole 'projects' a denser area. Now you have 2 options in controlling 
loops most of the time: 

Unpolling techniques that results in a denser mesh. Maybe that is desirable if you need more 
density in an empty topology. 

Or unpolling techniques that reduces density. Most of the time that is achieved by the delete edge 
loop command or by merging a row of pair of verts. The latter is more elaborate. I have a blend 
from VorpalBlade and I will use this model to illustrate these techniques when I will clean up the 
topology. 

The diamond loop 
 
A diamond loop is created by a perform a rip: 
 



For a lack of a better name I call this diamond loop. In fact, it was SomeArtist that called it 
diamond, so I'll stick to it too.  
 
What is so special about it? Well for starters in one orientation (in this case horizontal), to loop 
stays almost unchanged, and vertically the loop shifts only one row.  
 
And now I have to sidetrack here a little... Loops like the ones used for head modeling should be 
created so that those loops can flow nicely, which in turn is good for animation in the first place, 
and good to shape your model with as little poly's as possible.  

But there are times that flow is not important, while the goal is to keep your topology as clean as 
possible. The ear is clearly a good example of this. It doesn't matter how you make your loops 
flow there, as long as you have a topology that is clean, but dense enough to give it the correct 
shape.  

First we've seen the T-loop and now the <> - loop. These structures won't introduce much flow in 
your mesh, but they are very important in some situation because you can exploit the poles 
directly. I'll explaining that later more in depth when I'll be talking about diagonal topology. 

You could already guess that if you create more ' 
diamonds' in the path of loop, it will still be one loop. 
No new loop will be introduced despite the fact that 
you are putting more E-poles and N-poles in your 
mesh: 

This stair like loop can be fashioned into a diagonal 
topology (I'm ahead on this subject :) ) 
 
As you can see, there is little disturbance to the mesh. 
A warning though: The N-poles won't stay straight if 
you use Catmull Clark subsurf. You'll if to correct 
this after applying the modifier. 



Tweaking and moving poles: a real life example 
I would like to thank VorpalBlade for his model. As 
you can see, its shape/ geometry is just fine. There 
are some minor points though that should be tweaked 
(the lips for example). 

Now let's have a look at the topology: 
 
This topology is almost clean, so it is a good subject 
to show how to manipulate poles without making it 
look like magic. This face looks 'almost' human, 
because of the topology. There are loops that are not 
following the anatomical features. Once the topology 
is cleaned up, shaping it would make it look better. 
Heck! This could be the base topology for all your 
models from now on..... 

Let's start at that 6 edged pole on the nose bridge. A few posts back the technique to reduce a 6 
pole was explained. In this particular situation you have to cut all the way from the lips to 
forehead. 
 



Like I said before, the shape of the face looks ok, but 
when you study the loops, you can't help not to 
ignore that those loops give a hint of the underlying 
bone and muscle structure. Take a look at the eye 
socket for example, after correcting the 6 pole, the 
loop for the eye socket should be corrected too. As 
seen below, the loop suggest that the ridge of the eye 
socket continues southward. 
 
And this is a crucial point that explains the mindset in 
these matters, SO PAY ATTENTION HERE!!!! 
 
The mindset: I'm looking at this and I'm think... 
hmmmm.... how do we bend this loop here? A spin 
edge? No, forget about that. The answer is much 
simpler. Envision first how the loop should 
continue.There should be an edge connecting the 
flow here somehow: 
 
OK then... so how do we accomplish that? Well, with 
a little bit of work. There is no magic retopo button 
here ;);) . So what we do is the first thing that makes 
us come closer to the solution and that is: triangulate 
the face where the blue arrow is on. That will create 
an edge and 2 triangles and 2 E-poles. So what! We 



are not afraid of triangles, so those WILL be cleaned 
up. So let's start with this first: 
 

Now, that wasn't that hard now was it? I believe I sound a little condescending, but a lot of noobs 
has stage fear so to speak and others are just messing about for days until they get frustrated. 
With the right mindset, you don't have to guess anymore. 
 
OK, there are to types of triangle elimination.  
The first, if you cut into the triangle, you'll make it a N-pole. But we don't want that here 
(experiment for yourself, it will create a lot of nonsense loops) 
The second, by cutting along side the triangle, you'll creating 3 other triangles which makes a 
total of 4 triangles and 4 triangles can be reduced to 2 quads. The penalty is extra density.  
 
I choose for the second option because, if you take a look at the animation above, to eye socket 
loop is practically already there. You should only find a way to get rid of those triangles. No need 
to introduce more loops/ topology. 
 



I stand corrected! I mean "rotate edge". Not "spin edge". 
 
I will perform the tweak above only this time following another path: 
 



So what happened here? Here too a single E-pole was introduced, but instead of cutting alongside 
the tris, I merged the verts to get rid of the tris. Result: A pole was introduced without increasing 
density. 
 

Now we're moving to the next tweaks: the outer side 
of the eye edge loop. Beware of connected E-poles, it 
will created diagonal topology, which is also evident 
on the model. So we are going to move the poles 
around to create a nice looking Robin eye mask and a 
mouth loop that borders with it. This will be my 
target. 
 
I see that in the original model, the cheek bone is 
indicated, so we'll see if something could be done in 
that area in a later stage. The following method to fix the eye and mouth loops is but one of a few 
more methods to tweak this. I leave it up to you to try the other methods. Remember, it's not a 
technique, it's a mindset. 
 



This is how it should be so far: 
 
This the result so far. There is one little thing that is 
bothering me though: those two E-poles are directly 
connected and maybe I should tighten the the mouth 
loop a little by moving the E-pole of that loop 1 
position closer to the middle of the face. 

Yeah...I think I stick with this, It looks much better. 
 
By now it should be clear how to moves poles 
around, so I won't go into great detail how that is 
accomplished anymore. 



The loops in the nose area are all concentrated in the 
upper lip region. The loop should flow more freely. 
In any case the loops at the sides of the nose should 
loop in a way to form the labia-nasal fold.  
Some of the loops under the nostril should be 
reworked too. 
 
This is roughly what I'm aiming for: 

Some edge loops that originates in this area doesn't 
follow the anatomical contours further along.This 
will be fixed too.... 

OK, let's begin! 
This is my mindset when I look a this: 

 

OK, time for a checkpoint. This is what there is so 
far: 

 

As you can see, there is a lot left to do on the model. I've noticed (and it is very evident in side 
view) that anatomy of the face is modeled without using poles. It is very important to put poles 
there. The consequence of not putting poles could be that your model will look like a lumpy 
rubber mask. If you put poles, you're committing the anatomical features those pole forms. For 
example, look at the chin, don't bend the mesh around the chin, rather put poles there and the 
bend is also automatically etched on the model. (look at many reference wire frames, you most 
likely will encounter a C-loop there.  
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Now to continue on the nose area: the lip edge loops is part of nostrils edge loops. Shaping the 
lips will modify the nostrils too and vice versa. So it is imperative that the nose loops should be 
decoupled from the mouth loops. So an extra loop should be cut under the nostrils. This is an 
important point at this moment, because how the loops flow around the nose will determine what 
kind of topology you'll be shooting for. I'll give here two examples: 
 
Observe this loop: 
 
When placing loops, always try to envision how the 
underlying structure looks like and how it should move. 
Poles offer some isolation for your model in the sense 
that loops could stop at poles. The advantage of that is that your model will stay light and when 
animating, you are not pulling a loop that is going in areas where the movement doesn't agree 
with the placement of the loop. 
 
This one is a no brainer because there aren't any facial 
muscles that are attached below the eye and travel across 
the side of the face and under the jaw. Besides there is a 
funny curve in the edge loop. If you want to curve you 
loop, let a pole do the job. There maybe more of such loops in this model and I will delete them 
assuming that you can guess the reason for deleting it. 
 
A little bit better. Still... 
 
I have reworked the nose area a little bit. And maybe 
you could have seen that 2 adjacent triangles has been 
created that could be easily be merged into a quad. 
 
Should those 2 triangles be merged, then that nice 
flow (blue) that defines the nostril will disappear. So 
don't remove triangles just for the sake of it. But don't 
be mistaken: those 2 triangles will be removed while 
keeping the nostril flow.  
 
And now the biggest part of this job: cleaning up the 
nose topology. 
 
To continue where I left off, I was working on the 
nose area. There are some standard topologies widely 
used for the nose. It all depends if you want a 
anatomical correct solution, or a topology that 
deforms well etc. 
 
The red loop should be always there IMO because it will make the nostril look like it sprouted 
from the face. The nose should be somewhat in its own topological region, separated from the 
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upper lips in any case. The green loop is what I see a lot in the 'old days'. It ends at the eye. I find 
faces with this setup look very CG-like.  
 
The purple loop will form a C-loop. It will form a nice face with well defined cheek bones. This 
loop travels around the eyebrows. 
 
The blue loop will lead to a X-topology which is just awesome. A lot of very professional 
looking models has this X-topology. It always seem that the wire frame is light and clean. 
 
But in this case I won't be aiming for any loop in 
particular because the nose area is so messed up... so 
I'll take it from there and I see from there where it 
will take me.  
 
To begin with, the mouth loop flows right into the 
nose 

Let's get rid of the mess on the side of the nostril first: 
step one: move two key e-poles around 
 



Some action in the animation above may seem new. Well, another way to move a E-pole around 
is by selecting those 2 rows of edges and then collapse them (Mesh menu-->edges-->collapse). 
This method decrease the mesh density instead of increasing it when using the former method. In 
this case I think less mesh density is better because you have a better overview of the base 
topology. 
 



As you can see, the loops at the tip of the nose are 
forming nicely, but the loop that goes around the 
chin-mouth-nose is a little messed up. 

This is easy to fix: 
 

The nose is still unfinished. I think I'm going for that super cool X-topology anyway. I never 
have done this before, but with the knowledge we have so far it should be a breeze.....  
 
First: a nice loop under the base of the nose and around the nostrils. 
 



And now, to finish the whole mouth nose topology 
just right (especially dealing with that nasty 6-edged 
pole there!). 



Almost done... just one more step and the mouth-nose area will have a totally clean topology. 
 



And like animation for example, one has to scrub 
through his work to fix some left overs. In this case 
there is that face loop that ends in the nose once 
again. 
 
Personally I think that this is not correct topology. 
This face loop may be removed by using the edge 
collapse tool. "Edge collapse" and "edge loop delete" 
are closely related. Edge collapse deletes face loops, 
and edge loop delete deletes... well.. edge loops. I'm 
loving the edge collapse tool every day more and 
more. The coder who made this should win a 
Suzanne award! 

Anyway: 
 



Hereby I declare the mouth and nose topology clean!

Final touches 
 
OK, the rewiring is about done. Don't mind the shape of the model, that is another subject. 
 





This is the final topology (I added a chin loop) 
 
Next we are going have some fun together. We are 
going to model something not too easy and not too 
difficult: the nose. As an excersize it is a fine 
opportunity to see if all what we talked about are 
applicable. Although I keep stranding in very specific 
situation, I will try too keep it general, because when 
all this is over, we should be able to model a horse or 
a bulldog or which organic shape whatsoever by just 
studying the shape. 

to answer some questions: 
@ Fazil: it is quite hard to put just one single N-pole or E-pole where you want it. Maybe with 
the poly by poly method is could be quite possible, but I find it to be virtually impossible to place 
either as a single pole.  
 
There is a lot of situations though where you have lots of e-pole and no N-poles. How can this be 
possible? Well, take the mouth of eyes for example, it is surrounded by E-pole, and there used to 
be N-poles where the mouth or eye-socket was. But technically speaking, the edge of a mesh is 
also a N-pole (3 edges that are connected at one vert) 
 

Let's model a nose 
 
Oh boy.....  
I don't know if this explanation will clarify things or not. I will try to explain things from a totally 
different perspective then what other tutorials do. Other tutorials 'just' show how to shape the 
form and the and how the loops are applied remains a total mystery. 
 
The following method is NOT the way to model, but you will see the benefit of having correct 
loop flows, because the shape is also implicit in the loops. 
 



The way I look at it is that I consider the mesh like a 
canvas. On this canvas you will try to 'draw' loops on. 
 
step 1: setup your canvas. Just a grid , mirror 
modifier applied to it. 
 
Now don't go counting vertices and stuff. Just 
produce some kind of grid. Don't make the mistake of 
those step by step instruction. What I'm aiming for 
here is the mindset you should have when modeling. 

step 2: It is good to think ahead a little . I will make 
some hole for the mouth, the eyes and nostrils. It is a 
good thing to make holes, because when you make 
loop cuts, it will terminate at a hole instead of 
traveling all the way around the mesh. Also one thing 
to keep in mind is to avoid holes that touches each 
other, otherwise you'll get those nasty 6-poles. 

step 3: I see that there is too little room to maneuver 
between the eyes and nose. I will up the mesh density 
a little so I can put some nostrils there somewhere. 



step 4: Placing some loops. A little theory first. Those 
E-poles and N-poles almost always comes in pairs. 
The E-pole and N-pole pair causes displacement on 
the mesh: 
 
So what do we do now? We are going to draw loops, 
knowing where E-poles and N-pole will be placed. 
Those locations are where we want to displace the 
mesh. So where does the nose get displaced? 

The arrows point at the locations where I might want 
to place E-poles. The blue lines indicates how I might 
want to cut on the grid. 
 
You might ask why I place a loop that links both 
nostrils? Well, anywhere there is a E-pole, the form 
gets a little more accentuated. For example, if have a 
feature that really sticks out, you might want to do 
that.  
 
Step 4: filling in the loops. I won't go all the way to 
the smallest details just yet. 
 
(next day edit...)  
 
I have to revert back to a previous action. In 
hindsight I don't think it was the right choice to 
punch the holes for the nostrils after all. The density 
is to low in that area to permit much detailing. 
Instead I should fill in the nostrils back and block out 
the nose: 



OK, time sure does fly. I was a little bit lost about the 
explanation on how to model the nose. To be frank 
with you, I forgotten how to do it. I was doodling 
about for a couple of minutes (4 minutes tops), and I 
got this: 
 
I really can't reproduce this instinctive construct. And 
on hindsight, maybe it is not the best thing to try to 
explain molding forms starting from a UV layout like 
situation. But don't worry, I have a different, easy and 
quick explanation to construct the nose. But before I 
get to that, I want to clarify avoiding 6-poles and the 
use of isolation first. 

Avoiding 6-poles and isolation 
 
This little side step is necessary because this is an explanation of what the mindset means. 
 
Avoiding 6-poles 
 
It goes without saying that 6-poles should be avoided. 
6-poles are created when 2 E-poles overlap. For 
example: 
 
Like I said before, overlapping loops shouldn't pose a 
problem, but watch out when you find yourself 
creating 6-poles. If that happens, just undo and put 
some distance between the first e-pole and the 
location where you are going to place the loop. Insert 
a distance by cutting the mesh at the location or 
placing a loop (if it makes sense to you) if you don't 
want to cut along the whole model. 
 

Isolation 
 
I find that this is a term that's hard to define. It surely 
helps when animating, but it should help too when 
modeling. It could even be overkill sometimes. Most 
of the time isolation is more like a finishing touch on 
a topological region. I think that isolation helps also 
to mold your model better.  
 
We all have seen how a noob face model looks like. 
Often the nose look weird, even if the edge loops 



makes sense. For example, the nostrils looks like a piece of skin that has been pulled from the 
face.  
 
An vice verse, the cheek area is looking to fuse with the nostrils. In such cases, isolation is the 
solution. Better still, isolation loops could be topological loops too, meaning they add further to 
the shaping/ detailing of the model. 
 
I reckon that doesn't makes box modeling better understandable, but with the next example 
"modeling the nose", I hope it becomes clear. It really answers the WHY. 
 
E+n+e=e 
 
A quickie.  
 
This is just an extension of the way of how poles are 
moved around. In this their is a favorable maneuver 
to nice up the topology in cases where a N-pole is 
trapped between two E-poles. 
 

Say you want to place a loop around these: 

Which yields this:  
 
Basically there is nothing really wrong with this, but 
it can be done better by eliminating the N pole: 



So, for this, merge the 3 verts of the N pole and then 
merge the 2 resulting tris into a quad. 

Then 

This looks much nicer, cleaner and more organic. 
 
I brought this forward, because when preparing the 
explanation on how to model the nose, I was making 
some moves that isn't clear on the why, and this will 
make it a little easier to follow the next posts. 



Quick nose 
 
Finaly! Here it comes. And better still, I'll do the 4 
minute version that involves topology so one can see 
how the form relates to the topology. I don't 
recommend for anyone to model a nose this way 
because although the topology might seem correct, it 
could be a little overkill to incorporate it in you 
model. It is purely to make my point about how a 
good topology relates to a desired form.  
 
First begin with a subdivided plane, and to make life 
easier, delete half of it and mirror modifier (with do 
clipping enabled). 
 
I placed an extra loop in the middle there (two 
because of the mirror) to avoid 6-poles when I start 
modeling the nostrils. Sometime you just need to see 
a few steps ahead to avoid those kind of pitfalls as 
much as possible.  
 
Now, select a face, extrude it and delete that face to 
make a hole. 

And now we are going to apply the first topological 
region. It shall be applied at the columella-labial 
angle - or junction -. Why? As the name implies, I 
want to keep it seperate from the surrounding 
topologies, and it will give the form better definition. 



I added extra cuts on the holes. Like I said before, 
you have to plan ahead sometimes. In this case you 
would have ended with 6-ples later on (which should 
be easy to to change into E-poles) and the mesh 
would have been too tight, 
 

Now add a C-loop around the 2 holes and do 
E+N+E=E 

Now cut out the topology of the nostrils and do a E+N+E=E 
 





Besides the nostril topology I cut the nasal-labia fold 
too. 
 
I'll cut an extra loop around the nose to form the outer 
boundary for the mouth-nose loop that borders the 
eye loop later on. I'll cut an edge loop (the face loop 
is already present) that runs through the tip of the 
nose, effectively isolating the holes region and the 
help define the form better. I'll be talking later about 
that when the subject of key loops comes up. 
 
It still does look like a bunch of jumbled up topology, 
but just bear with me. It already landed on its feet. 
Now all there is to do is to activate the proportional 
editing tool and pull the nose tip out, tweak the 
nostrils and junction and it is done: 
 
The result after some tweaking: 

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think the topology of 
the nose is almost the same as the following 
topology: 



In the most excellent book: Stop Starring, there is a 
section where a head is modeled poly by poly style. 
This is the head: 

This handsome head has this nose modeled like this: 

which has this SIMPLE topology: 
 
It kinda look familiar doesn't it? So this means that 
your topology doesn't have to be too complicated. I 
think The author choose for this simple setup (almost 
no topological regions) because in Stop Starring, it is 
all about the 'posing' of the face. So by not having 
those regions, pulling on the mesh at one place would 
pull the shape of this too for example, which is 
desirable for obvious reasons. The disadvantage is 
that because there is no topological regions in place, it 
is easier to lose the overall consistent shape whereas with more topological regions, the shape 
will be kept better. 
 
And this will bring us to the next topic which is shape. I think I have provided enough examples 
and explanation with the flat grid/ canvas to clearly convey the understanding on how the 
rewiring happens on a flat canvas and why it should be like that. Shape and topology are closely 
related. In the next pose I'll be exploring what the influence of the shape of the model has on the 
topology and how we could use topology to 'mold' the shape better. 
 

Oh my! Forgot one of the most important principles! 
 
Oh snap! I cannot believe that we went over all this without spilling some words about how to 
bend and existing loop. We know that moving poles around can change flow. That is one way to 



tweak your topology. But there is on last hurdle to overcome and it isn't pretty. I just cannot find 
some elegant way to solve this. It will be messy, but it is doable.  
 
Thinking about it, made me reconsider my position on N-gons. I always said that N-gon 
modeling is not the way to go. I was wrong in one point of view. My point of view was to avoid 
N-gons when you are doing organic modeling. Why? Because N-gons disrupts flows, a many 
sided polygon controls to great an area (like 6-poles). N-gons are better suited for architectural 
and mechanical modeling.  
 
How more wrong could I be? I based my opinion on what I've seen being modeled with N-gons. 
5 sided or even 6 sided polygon here and there. Seeing those timelapse tutorials, I see the artist 
have to remember the placing of the loops and place them 'manualy' (in that at a N-gon a loop 
could travel a arbitrary way). That much flexibility could be to confusing for many modelers. 
Thus that was my wrong point of view. 
 
What got me thinking was a remark by Teeth or one of the other devs who said that it is about the 
added tools when N-gons comes to Blender. Indeed! N-gons is not a goal! It's not the intention to 
go lazy and let unprocessed N-gons all over your organic model! Your model should still be (as 
much as possible) quads only. 
 
So why N-gons? Because of the added tools you'll get 
that just isn't available in normal mode. One such tool 
is the Connect tool in Wings3d. This tool makes 
bending an existing loop a breeze. 
 
So what is the problem then? 
This is my Challenge to you then: 
Make one (or 2) C-loop out of this existing loop: 
 
I may be shooting on my foot here, but realy I don't 
have a elegant solution for this. I'll be checking on of 
SomeArtist's timelapse video first where he does 
something similar. 

OK, about bending existing loops. Like I said, it is not elegant, but the best way is to rotate an 
edge. Yes, you'll get two loops. The offending loop should be deleted by select all the edges in it 
and collapse it (Mesh menu--> edges--> collapse). 
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